Calcium absorption in children estimated from single and double stable calcium isotope techniques.
In order to determine whether the specific activity in a single serum sample estimates calcium absorption, six healthy children participated in a study using stable isotopic calcium tracers, one given orally and the second intravenously. High-resolution, fast atom bombardment mass spectrometry was used to quantify the 44Ca and 42Ca tracers in serum and urine. Subjects ingested 250 mg of calcium (215 mg calcium enriched with 35 mg 44Ca) in the form of a chewable calcium citrate malate tablet with a standard meal, followed 30 min later with an i.v. injection of 42Ca tracer. Blood for tracer determinations was obtained at 90, 120, 150, 180, and 300 min after oral ingestion, and a urine sample was obtained 24 h after oral calcium tracer administration. The average calcium absorption estimated from the ratio of urinary tracers was 41.4 +/- 8.2%. This study indicates that the level of oral tracer in serum taken 150 min post-ingestion is significantly correlated (r = 0.85, p less than 0.05) with calcium absorption, as determined by the tracer levels in the urine. These results show that an oral stable isotopic tracer coupled with a single blood sample can be used to estimate calcium absorption in children.